Beach Treasure Hunt

The island beaches hold many a treasure.
Pirates of old would bury their treasures deep in the sand, Marking the spot with a symbol from the captain and crew, So as to return when coin was needed to sail the oceans blue.

Many islands are home to these lost treasure chests of the pirates of olden times. The treasure chests keep the gold and jewels safe in the hope that the ones that buried them will return to discover what they left behind and hold dear. For the pirates that left the treasure on the islands for safe keeping until their return, That day may not be clear.

Over time the sea waves that come ashore over and over each day, Takes a little of the protection away, That holds the treasure chest in its tomb of sand on the beach.

The islands try to hold tight to their treasure chests, But time and sea loosen the islands grip each day. There will be a day when the island will no longer be able to protect the treasure.

Then one day a seeker comes walking along the beach, Sees a small corner of the chest that holds the treasure. As the seeker gets closer, They inspect the spot on the beach. The seeker starts to dig to release the treasure chest from the hold of the beach, That has kept it safe for centuries.
The island no longer the protector of the treasure chest, Will let the sea fill the hole with sand.